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ABOUT CINEGY
Since 2003 Cinegy has been developing software solutions for collaborative 
workflow encompassing IP, capture, editing and playout services tools, integrated 
into an active archive for full digital asset management. Whether SaaS, virtualizable 
stacks, cloud or on-premises, Cinegy uses standard IT hardware and non-
proprietary storage technology. Cinegy products are reliable, affordable, scalable, 
easily deployable and intuitive. Cinegy is truly Software Defined Television.

Cinegy’s leading edge technology is currently deployed at more than 300 international 
broadcasters and production houses. Cinegy Workflow provides a complete system 
that integrates all areas of media production in one comprehensive, elegant and 
homogeneous environment.

Cinegy workflow configurations can be combined and varied, enabling Cinegy 
to provide solutions for film and video professionals, as well as corporate organizations, 
advertising agencies, cloud providers, national archives and universities in addition 
to many other organizations. Cinegy’s technology and products are also found 
in various OEM product offerings.   
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1-2-3 TV, Germany
1-2-3 TV is a German reverse auction channel (shopping channel) owned by Bavaria 
Filmstadt. They are on-air 365 days a year, 7 days a week, 20 hours a day broadcasting 
to more than 35 Million households in Germany and Austria. They prepare their 
programming using Cinegy Ingest, Cinegy Desktop and Cinegy Air software, and have 
done so since 2010. The supplying partner is Videocation.

4VOD, Poland
Since 2013 4vod have offered hybrid cloud services to their customers in Poland. 
They provide fully managed infrastructure (hardware, software, monitoring 
and management systems) and distribute channels in Poland to satellite, head 
ends, cable operators, OTT-platform, etc. The core of their facility is based 
on Cinegy Air Pro playout software and Cinegy Multiviewer monitoring tools. 
Cinegy Air PRO is also integrated with their in-house playlist monitoring solution.  

ABS BROADCAST, United Kingdom
ABS BROADCAST offers play-out services to a range of international customers. They 
have expanded their system in 2015 by adding 4 Cinegy Air PRO including DNxHD and 
Dolby® Digital support, and branding with Cinegy Type. They also use Cinegy Archive 
with 5 Cinegy Desktops and Cinegy Convert with the Cinegy MAM plugin for asset 
management. Customer playlists are processed using Cinegy Traffic Gateway PRO. 
Monitoring is handled by 32 channels of Cinegy Multiviewer.

ACUN MEDYA, Turkey 
Acun Medya is a production company based in Istanbul, which has produced the 
Turkish versions of such globally recognized TV shows as Survivor, Utopia, the Voice, 
and House 6. To give one example, Utopia required 4 streams of 24/7 stable recording. 
This was achieved with Cinegy Capture into Cinegy Archive, where the content was 
logged live and used to create stories based on the resultant logged metadata and 
related media content. Although the show used 125 cameras and 64 tracks of audio 
24 hours a day, Cinegy’s efficient workflow made this production feasible and 
manageable. The supplying Cinegy partner is Orsatek.

ANADOLU UNIVERSITY, Turkey
Anadolu University is the second largest university in the world by enrollment due to its 
pioneering implementations of a distance education system which has led to the total 
number of students of the three distance education faculties reaching over 2 million. TRT-
OKUL channels was launched via a strategic cooperation agreement between Anadolu 
University and Turkish national broadcaster TRT in early 2011. Anadolu University 
produces TV programs covering courses from Economics to Information Technology 
to support its distance education system using Cinegy Archive with 50 Cinegy Desktops, 
7 Cinegy Ingests, 6 Cinegy Air instances, and 2 Cinegy Convert instances to record, 
produce and broadcast all these TV productions. Cinegy Workspace is also implemented 
to allow trainers to connect and manage the content in Cinegy Archive. The supplying 
Cinegy partner is Orsatek.

a.tv GmbH & Co. KG, GERMANY
a.tv is a regional TV provider in central southern Germany, covering the Augsburg and 
Swabia area. They offer a daily news show at 18:00, with magazine programmes and 
talk shows also featuring on the schedule. They achieve this using a Cinegy workflow 
beginning with Cinegy Archive and 13 Cinegy Desktops, interfacing with external 
NLEs via Cinegy Avid Browser and feeding into two instances of Cinegy Air with Type, 
supplied by our German partner Videocation.

Cinegy’s integrated newsroom in OE24, Austria 
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BILGI UNIVERSITY, Turkey
The Turkish word “bilgi” means “knowledge”, and the university bearing that name, 
a division of Laureate Education has now been operating for 20 years. With three 
campuses distributed around the Istanbul and its suburbs, the university offers 
a comprehensive range of educational programs. Central to their infrastructure 
is a media asset management system from Cinegy partner Orsatek, based around 
Cinegy Archive.

BRAINPOOL, Germany
Production powerhouse Brainpool is responsible for dozens of German light 
entertainment series and specials, including coverage of the prestigious annual 
Eurovision Song Contest. The use a complete HD based production workflow 
encompassing Cinegy Archive, along with Cinegy Cinebridge which converts 
Cinegy MAM assets into virtual AVIs for external editing, 20 seats of Cinegy Desktop 
including 5 Cinegy HD Ingest licenses, Cinegy Workspace for platform-independent 
working on MAM content with a Web browser, and Cinegy Convert to ease the transfer 
of content between platforms. Maintained by 0221 Media  GmbH.

CANIS TELEVISION & MEDIA LIMITED, UK
Canis Television & Media is one of the leading companies in broadcast, offering 
channel planning, development and sourcing/acquiring EPG positions. They have 
launched channels onto a variety of platforms including Sky in the UK and around the 
world and have recently purchased several Cinegy Air PRO Bundles, Cinegy’s playout 
software, from our UK-based Gold partner TRAMS. 

CNN TÜRK, Turkey 
The Turkish arm of the original cable news  network is part of the Dogan Media Group, 
and as such has the full benefit of Dogan’s existing Cinegy infrastructure for their 
newsroom operations, using dozens of floating licences of Cinegy Desktop on top 
of Dogan’s multi-petabyte Cinegy Archive MAM. 

DELUXE MEDIACLOUD, United Kingdom
Deluxe’s MediaCloud, launched in 2013, brings together cutting edge non-
proprietary IT technologies and state-of-the-art media tools to deliver a revolutionary 
broadcast service offering. Based around Cinegy technology, Deluxe MediaCloud 
delivers to any broadcast format, with a very high service quality from a highly 
resilient infrastructure.  Robust system and data security levels rival those found in 
major banks and military operations and full disaster recovery is implicit within the 
service offering.

DOGAN MEDIA HOLDINGS, Turkey
Dogan TV (DTVH) is the largest broadcasting group in Turkey and operates the leading 
entertainment channel KANAL D, the 24/7 news channel CNN Türk, the second largest 
DTH digital platform D-SMART, and approximately 60 thematic satellite channels. 
Their IP-based production and play-out workflow is based around 440 concurrent 
Cinegy Desktop user licences accessing a Cinegy Archive totalling 6.5 petabytes, 
52 Cinegy Air PRO playout channels (with another 30 for in-house production), 
50 Cinegy Encode servers, and Cinegy Multiviewer and Cinegy Route to manage, 
monitor, and control all IP streams. 

EVOLUTIONS, United Kingdom
Post production services powerhouse Evolutions, where programs as diverse 
as “Great Continental Railway Journeys”, “The Million Pound Drop”, “The Hotel” 
and “The Luther” are assembled, offers a Cinegy-based workflow to post production 
customers. Since 2006, Cinegy’s Archive, Cinegy Desktop, media logging and 
metadata editing capabilities turn hundreds of hours of footage into compelling 
TV programs for a variety of national broadcasters.

ATV, Turkey 
ATV has been broadcasting in HD since 25 April 2011 and has more than  
170 Cinegy Desktop clients, 15 Cinegy Ingest stations and 15 Cinegy Air playout 
machines in its Cinegy system. Cinegy has enabled an easy and smooth transition 
to HD operation. The digital archive allows collaboration between ATV’s offices 
in Istanbul and Ankara. The digital end-to-end workflow is supported by Orsatek 
in Istanbul. 

AYDIN UNIVERSITY, Turkey
Istanbul Aydin university is founded in 2007, and sited at the centre of a huge 
technopark. 33,000 students have the choice of ten faculties covering engineering, 
the arts, communications, sciences and humanities. Within their structure, they 
manage their media assets with Cinegy Archive, delivered by Orsatek.

BABCOCK MEDIA SERVICES, United Kingdom 

Babcock Media Services offer a complete range of fully-managed solutions (play-
out, satellite, cloud, IP broadcasting) to deliver channels and content to global 
audiences across any platform. They monitor their services using 162 channels 
of Cinegy Multiviewer with Cinegy Route and Cinegy Encode for management and 
routing of IP video signals, as delivered by our partner TRAMS.

BBC, United Kingdom
The BBC’s ballroom dancing show Come Dancing has been running for nearly 
70 years(!). For today’s version of the show, Strictly Come Dancing, Cinegy Archive 
and Cinegy Desktop are used by BBC Studios & Post Production to ingest and 
manage hours of HD footage, assemble each season of the show and store the 
finished programmes for future use. 

BBC NORTHERN IRELAND, United Kingdom
The BBC is world-renowned as the first national television broadcaster in the UK 
and has been in operation for 80 years. When their Northern Ireland newsroom 
wanted to move from tape to a file-based workflow they chose Cinegy, which allowed 
them to integrate using their existing infrastructure. Since 2007, 16 Cinegy Ingests/
Captures, Cinegy Archive, and 100+ Cinegy Desktops are used for origination, and 
7 Cinegy Converts takes care of transferring essences from Cinegy to non-Cinegy 
platforms and back. A few Cinegy Air PRO licenses and Cinegy’s IP Tools complete 
the installation. A compact system based on Cinegy Archive with 16 Cinegy Desktops 
provides Disaster Recovery. Cinegy is also a part of BBC Rewind – a project liberating 
the BBC archive.

BHRT, Bosnia
BHRT (Radio and Television of Bosnia-Herzegovina) is public broadcaster, an umbrella 
organization and the only member of the European Broadcasting Union from Bosnia 
and Herzegovina. Cinegy system is used by the following BHRT’s channels – BHT1, 
BHT1 News, FTV and FTV News. The complete Cinegy workflow – Cinegy Archive with 
36 Cinegy Desktop, 8 Cinegy Capture PRO,  Cinegy Convert, 4 Cinegy Air PRO and 
8 Cinegy JET Packs was provided by our partner InTec System.

BIG BROTHER, Turkey
Big Brother redefined reality TV, bringing it to mainstream audiences twenty years 
ago, and it remains the number one reality show worldwide. When Big Brother 
came to Turkey, Cinegy was chosen as the technology to met their requirements. 
For 4 months, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, the activity in the Big Brother house 
was recorded using Cinegy Capture into Cinegy Archive. Cinegy Desktop’s logging 
capabilities were used to add extensive metadata to the footage, allowing it to be quick 
and easy edited into stories. The supplying partner was Orsatek.
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FONTYS UNIVERSITY, Netherlands 
Fontys Hogescholen (Fontys University of Applied Sciences, or ‘Fontys’) is one of the 
largest Dutch universities, with campuses located primarily in the south of Holland. 
Despite the large student numbers, education at Fontys is organized on a small 
scale. They have purchased a full Cinegy production installation via our gold partner 
CUE-Support in the Netherlands. The system uses 6 Cinegy Capture PRO and 
Cinegy Convert to feed a Cinegy Archive, as well as Cinegy Multiviewer. 

FOX INTERNATIONAL CHANNELS, Turkey
Fox International Channels (FIC) in Turkey provides a number of channels under the Fox 
brands to pay-TV operators in the country. Since 2012 they have been using an asset 
management system, based on Cinegy technology, specified and installed by Orsatek.

FRANCE TÉLÉVISIONS PUBLICITÉ, France   

France Télévisions Publicité, the advertising broker for France’s state broadcaster, 
uses 20 Cinegy Multiviewer channels to monitor advertising across their range 
of broadcasters which includes 5 national and 5 cable channels. These were 
provided by our Paris-based partner Broadcast Architech.

GOD TV, Sweden
GOD TV believe that their religious TV channels are viewed by nearly a billion people 
worldwide. In Sweden they are spreading the good word with 2 Cinegy  Air PRO and 
Cinegy Type servers as well as Cinegy Encode for translating SDI to IP, Cinegy Route 
for managing those IP streams, and 8 Cinegy Multiviewer channels, furnished by our 
Swedish partner Vericom.

HSE24, Germany/Italy/Russia
The Home Shopping Channel’s European arm demonstrates the power of digital 
media. HSE24 combines Cinegy’s media asset management system with SAP ERM  
in its offices in Germany, Italy and Russia. Since 2004, media for 10,000 line 
items is managed by a multidatabase Cinegy Archive system which links footage 
of products to heir physical warehouse counterparts.

IRR TV, Finland
IRR TV are part of the Great Commission Ministries which has been providing religious 
broadcasting for 40 years. They use Cinegy Air PRO with DNxHD and Dolby® Digital 
to broadcast 4 channels branded with Cinegy Type, integrated by TV Tools Oy.

ITV, United Kingdom
The UK’s first commercial broadcaster started out with Cinegy as a production tool 
in 2007 before realizing that it can also be used for catch-up television. They use 
Cinegy Ingest, Cinegy Archive and Cinegy Desktop not only for producing  such 
famous shows as “Coronation Street”, “Emmerdale” and “You’ve Been Framed” but 
also for five “+1” channels, ingested off-air and edited for rebroadcast. They are 
currently upgrading and extending their Cinegy installation to increase the capabilities 
of their workflow.

KANAL D ROMANIA, Romania  
Kanal D Romania is a nationwide television channel in Romania and part of Dogan 
Holding. Cinegy is being used throughout the whole workflow – to prepare news, 
sports, entertainment programs, archiving and playout to air. There is Cinegy Archive 
with 85 Cinegy Desktops, 3 Cinegy Air PROs with Cinegy Type, 4 Cinegy News 
systems, 5 Cinegy Ingests, 2 Cinegy Captures and 2 Cinegy Converts.

LIFETIME TURKEY, Turkey
Lifetime Turkey is the latest addition to the A+E Networks global footprint of lifestyle 
channels and is a joint venture between A+E Networks and MCD Medya, one 
of Turkey’s leading  digital media multi-developers and distributors. Lifetime 
Turkey will be free-to-air in the country, where it has the potential to reach more 
than 19 million households. The Cinegy software modules, supplied and installed 
by Cinegy’s partner in Turkey, Orsatek, are comprised of 10 software bundles that 
include, but are not limited to, Cinegy Archive, Cinegy Air PRO, Cinegy Desktop, 
Cinegy Route, Cinegy Encoder, and Cinegy Multiviewer. Its workflow is fully IP-
operated.

Cinegy Desktop in Regio TV, Germany 
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MOTORVISION TV, Germany
One of the leading producers of automotive video content in Europe, Motorvision TV 
needed a system which could “archive an enormous amount of material with 
different codecs...according to different requirements and guidelines”. This led them 
to a Cinegy Archive installation with 5 Cinegy Desktops enhanced with Cinegy  Convert 
and Cinegy Ingest licences. Videocation provided installation services.

MRT, Macedonia 
Macedonian Radio Television (or MRT) is the public broadcaster in the Republic 
of Macedonia. Its service is the production and broadcasting of radio and television 
programmes. To satisfy the informational, cultural, educational and recreational 
needs of the local people they employ a Cinegy system based on Cinegy Archive with 
35 Cinegy Desktops, 10 Cinegy Workspaces and 14 Cinegy Air channels installed 
by ProVideo Systems and InTec System. 

NATIONAL PARLIAMENT OF MALTA, Malta 
Government instances often need media tools as part of their infrastructure. One 
of many government organizations around the world making use of Cinegy, the 
parliament of Malta has an installation of Cinegy Air with Cinegy Type, provided 
by DAB Electronica Co. Limited 

NBC UNIVERSAL, United Kingdom
One of the giants in world media, NBC Universal has chosen Cinegy software 
to cover part of their monitoring requirements. In their London facility they now 
use 92 channels of Cinegy Multiviewer, chosen for its flexibility in their demanding 
environment.

NORDISK FILM & TV, Norway
Nordisk Film & TV (part of media giant Banijay Group) produce content and 
broadcast distribution. Since 2013 they have been managing, editing and logging 
media assets using Cinegy Archive with 8 Cinegy Desktops (integrated with AVID) 
and Cinegy Convert for format alignment. Platform-independent media asset 
management is handled by Cinegy Workspace, which makes the Cinegy MAM 
available in any web browser. Delivery and implementation were done by Mediateket.

OE 24, Austria
OE24 is a large media concern in Austria, best-known for its flagship newspaper 
“Österreich” (Austria). They have modernized their news delivery by augmenting 
their newspaper with OE24, a broadcast operation which is Austria’s first 24/7 
news operation, using Cinegy’s software innovatively to transmit over the Web. 
There is a live bulletin every 15 minutes and an on-line live stream of the channel’s 
output. The installation makes extensive use of Cinegy’s JET Pack, a bundle with 
playout, ingest, monitoring and branding software which can be installed on any 
server and purposed as required. Core functionality comes from Cinegy Archive 
with 5 Cinegy Deskops running Cinegy News and output goes to Cinegy Studio and 
Cinegy Prompter for live news production. The supplying Cinegy partner is ETAS.

PRO TV, Romania  
PRO TV is the leading TV station in Romania. Every day PRO TV offers diverse 
programming: Romanian and international films and a wide range of local productions 
(news programs and shows). All these programs are broadcast using 13 Cinegy Air 
licenses, another 10 Cinegy Air Pro licenses are used for broadcasting their online 
Voyo channels. Both TV and on-line channels are monitored by 25 licenses of 
Cinegy Multiviewer and controlled by Cinegy Live, the software live stream mixer. 
Installation was provided by Multimedia Services.

PROMECAL, Spain 
Promecal is a Spanish media company based in Burgos, which has its origins 
in newspaper publishing. They use 3 Cinegy Air PRO Bundles and a Cinegy Capture 
in their workflow. Promecal is looked after by Cinegy partner EMCO.

RAI Turin, Italy 
RAI (Radiotelevisione Italiana S.p.A.) is Italy’s national public broadcasting company, 
owned by the Ministry of Economy and Finance. Its regional branch, RAI Turin, has 
been using Cinegy Capture since 2015 in studio production to transfer material from 
XDCAM into a digital archive. The system was Installed and integrated by our partner 
FOR.A Italia s.r.l.

REGIO TV, Germany
Schwäbisch Media started using Cinegy products in 2006 and has been enhancing 
and extending their Cinegy estate ever since. Today, Cinegy Ingest, Cinegy Desktop, 
Cinegy Archive and Cinegy Air PRO are in use at three Regio TV broadcast locations, 
Stuttgart, Ulm, and Ravensburg. Smaller Cinegy systems deployed in Aalen, 
Biberach, Tuttlingen, and Wangen are capable of archiving and quick editing. Cinegy 
partnered here with Videocation. 

SPI INTERNATIONAL, Poland 
SPI International/Filmbox is a global media company operating more than 
30 television channels on five continents. SPI is one of the biggest aggregators 
of native Ultra HD content in the world. SPI uses the latest technology providing 
subscribers access to SPI’s linear and on demand content including live streaming 
of UHD programming and FilmBox channels on any Internet-connected device via 
major global streaming media players as well as local OTT providers. Cinegy Air PRO 
playout solutions are in use on the premium channels like Stopklatka and Zoom. 

SPORTS EDITING SWEDEN AB, Sweden  
Sports Editing Sweden (SES) provides media production services to Sweden’s 
most popular sport, ice hockey. Since 2010 Cinegy Archive handles all the content 
and metadata, while seven desktop and a few Internet editors and loggers are 
used by SES staff to log and edit each game in real time. To record incoming media 
Cinegy Capture is being used. Integrated by Vericom AB.

TGRT HABER, Turkey 
TGRT Haber, one of the biggest News Channels in Turkey, and part of the national 
public broadcaster TRT. Since 2013 they have been using Cinegy Workflow centered 
round Cinegy Archive system with 50 Desktops, 6 Cinegy Airs, 4 Cinegy Converts 
and 10 Cinegy Ingests, 3 Cinegy Captures  etc. Cinegy partnered here with Orsatek.

TRINITAS TV, Romania
Trinitas TV is the official TV channel of the Romanian Orthodox Church. Using 
Cinegy, they replaced their existing MCR playout servers to upgrade to HD. In 2016 
Trinitas TV began to use 2 Cinegy Air PRO Bundles for their playout requirements, 
supplied to them by Cinegy’s Romanian partner, Multimedia Services. 

TRT SPOR, Turkey
TRT SPOR (the sports channel of Turkey’s national broadcaster TRT) needed to meet 
the challenge of satisfying Turkey’s football fans by delivering the fastest possible 
broadcast of a game after the final whistle. This used to represent a problem, but 
today football matches are being previewed and edited in Cinegy Desktop even 
as they are being ingested into Cinegy Archive and this enables TRT SPOR to start 
broadcasting immediately after the game has finished. Meanwhile, satellite feeds 
and pre-recorded material are also added to the archive to provide extra material 
for the editors. Cinegy Air is also part of the workflow which was installed by our 
partner Orsatek.

TV NOVA, Czech Republic
TV Nova is a Czech commercial television station, the first nationwide privately 
held channel. They have 3 Cinegy Air PRO bundles, which combine play-out with 
Dolby® Digital, DNxHD and Cinegy Type for graphics and channel branding. 
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TV2, Denmark
Broadcasting since 1988, TV2 offers 7 channels of television to Danish viewers. 
Their production and broadcast systems are based around Cinegy Archive 
with 5 Cinegy Desktops, Cinegy Route, Cinegy Convert and 8 channels 
of Cinegy Multiviewer. They also use Cinegy’s MOS Gateway which allows 
Newsroom Computer Systems (NCS) and Media Object Servers (MOS) using 
Media Object Server Communications Protocol to exchange information with 
Cinegy software.

TV8, Turkey
TV8 is the leading Turkish entertainment channel and is owned by Acunmedya, the 
largest production company in Turkey. TV8 broadcasts localized versions of live 
shows like The Voice, Survivor, Got Talent, etc. Acunmedya also produces The Voice 
and Survivor in Greece. Cinegy integration partner, Orsatek, provided TV8 with the 
first Cinegy licenses in 2013. Today TV8 operates four channels, three of which 
are completely IP-based, utilizing the full range of Cinegy products: everything 
from ingest to playout with 8 channels of Cinegy Air PRO for broadcasting and 
6 channels for studio playout, from IP-SDI gateways to stream switchers, from 
transcode to multiviewers and integration with Cinegy MAM solutions in the form 
of Cinegy Archive with 54 seats of Cinegy Desktop.

UNIVERSITY OF MAGDEBURG, Germany
The University of Magdeburg is located in central Germany, and was formed in 1993 
from the older Technical University Magdeburg. It has 14,000 students in nine 
faculties. Since 2012 they have been using a vast Cinegy installation which features 
Cinegy Archive, 14 Cinegy Desktops, Cinegy Ingest, 5 Cinegy Workspaces, Cinegy 
Prompter, 4 Cinegy Capture PROs, Cinegy Route, 16 Cinegy Multiviewer channels, 
Cinegy Air PRO, Cinegy Convert MAM Bundle and 16 Cinegy Encodes. The purpose 
is an educational video production system and archive, together with a newsroom 
setup for their courses.

Uplink and monitoring using Cinegy Multiviewer and Cinegy Stream Switcher at TV8, Turkey 

UTOPIA, Turkey
Utopia is one of the world’s famous reality shows. The Turkish version was hosted 
by production company Acun Media and broadcast by Turkish channel TV8. Content 
from 100+ cameras was recorded by 4 Cinegy Captures into Cinegy’s Media Asset 
Management system, Cinegy Archive, where it was logged, edited and managed. 
Installed and integrated by Orsatek.

VIPNET, Croatia  
Vipnet is a leading telecom operator on the Croatian market offering a complete 
5-play service, which includes IPTV, mobile and fixed telephony, as well as mobile 
and fixed Internet, available in all areas of Croatia. 11 Cinegy Air channels with 
6 licenses of Cinegy’s CG solution Cinegy Type are used to broadcast infochannels 
within VIPNet’s satellite television. Cinegy partnered here with AVC Zagreb.

WIRTUALNA POLSKA, Poland
Wirtualna Polska has operated as a web portal in Poland for over twenty years. They 
have decided to enhance their offering by bringing live news production in-house, 
which is carried out using Cinegy Archive and 25 Cinegy Desktops. NLE integration 
is via 6 Cinegy Archive Browsers, with Cinegy Convert providing transcoding 
as needed. Other requirements are met with 4 Cinegy JET Packs, which bundle 
playout with branding, capture and monitoring into one multifunctional single-server 
solution. Studiotech Poland performed the integration.

ZPR MEDIA, Poland
ZPR Group offers a lifestyle channel, a documentary channel and a number of music 
channels via terrestrial, satellite cable and Web in Poland as part of their media 
holdings which also includes newspapers and radio. They have chosen Cinegy 
for the next step of their offerings with the acquisition from Studiotech Poland 
of a live broadcast news production system based around Cinegy Archive 
and 5 Cinegy Desktops. Ingest is carried out via Cinegy Capture PRO, with 
Cinegy Convert handling any transcoding. Live news output to Cinegy Studio is aided 
by Cinegy Prompter, whilst 7 Cinegy JET Packs provide flexible production tools with 
their combination of playout, branding, capture and monitoring.
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North America 
BROADWAY MEDIA, USA
The Broadway in Broadway Media isn’t the one in New York. In fact it’s in Salt Lake City. 
Broadway Media up to now has specialised in radio broadcasting, entertainment and 
local events, but in collaboration with our partner 5280 Broadcast, they have expanded 
their setup to include Cinegy Archive, 5 Cinegy Desktops, Cinegy Convert, 6 channels 
of Cinegy Capture PRO with Cinegy Archive Adaptor, and the Cinegy Air PRO Bundle 
which features Cinegy Air PRO play-out together with Cinegy Type branding, 
Dolby® Digital support and DNxHD.

CIVIC CENTER, USA
Civic Center TV is a local cable channel based in Greater West Bloomfield, a suburb 
of Detroit, Michigan. They make, in their own words, “television that’s close to home”, 
and they make it using Cinegy Archive with Cinegy Ingest, 5 Cinegy Desktops, 
Cinegy Convert, 3 Cinegy Browsers for Avid integration, 4 Cinegy Multiviewer 
channels and playout via Cinegy Air.

CORUS, Canada
Corus Entertainment is one of Canada’s most successful integrated media and 
entertainment companies. It creates and delivers high quality brands and content for 
audiences around the world. For recording incoming feeds, files and media they use 
Cinegy Capture. Cinegy partner in this project was Deltech.

CPAC, Canada 
CPAC, the Cable Public Affairs Channel, is Canada’s only privately-owned, commercial 
free, not for profit, bilingual television service. Created in 1992 by a consortium of cable 
companies to preserve an independent editorial voice for Canada’s democratic process, 
CPAC provides a window on Parliament, politics and public affairs in Canada and 
around the world. Today CPAC programming is delivered by cable, satellite and wireless 
distributors to over 11 million homes in Canada and worldwide via the Web. Cinegy’s Gold 
partner in Canada, Deltech, has provided CPAC with broadcast playout software in the 
form of Cinegy Air PRO Bundles.

El PASO COUNTY GOVERNMENT, USA
Like many other national and local government entities around the world, 
El Paso County has chosen to implement a broadcast solution based around Cinegy 
software to better serve their region. Their implementation is a basic but powerful 
system using Cinegy’s IP signal management suite Cinegy Route, together with 
4 channels of Cinegy Multiviewer, Cinegy Air PRO play-out server, and Cinegy’s live 
graphics insertion system, Cinegy Type Studio.

FEDERAL EXPRESS, USA
When it has to appear on their internal TV system, FedEx relies on Cinegy. For their 
Memphis headquarters, Fedex implemented a system of corporate television for 
training purposes, choosing Cinegy as the technology that best fit their purposes. 
They have Cinegy Archive, fed by Cinegy Capture PRO and Cinegy Convert and 
organized using Cinegy Media Cleaner. This is used by 5 Cinegy Desktops and 
10 Cinegy Workspace clients with 5 Cinegy Browsers connecting to their existing 
AVID suite. Play-out is handled by Cinegy Air PRO. 

GILA RIVER TELCO, USA
Gila River Telecommunications, and its television subsidiary Gila River Broadcasting 
Company, are owned by the Pima and Mariposa Native American tribes, and are based 
in Chandler, Arizona. Initial attempts to offer local television in English and O’odham 
were hampered by high costs, until Cinegy partner Pacific Design & Integration, 
Inc were able to install Cinegy Capture and Cinegy Air PRO with Cinegy Type and 
broadcasting began in April 2015. 

ICRT, Cuba 
ICRT (Cuban Institute of Radio and Television) is one of the leading television 
organizations in Cuba. They use 10 Cinegy Captures to record all incoming media, 
files and feeds and playout with 2 Cinegy Air. Installation provided by our partner 
Deltech.

LAKELAND PUBLIC TELEVISION, USA
Serving Northern Minnesota with six channels of high-quality public television 
programming, PBS member station Lakeland Public Television decided in 2015, 
to relocate, and at the same time to upgrade their aging Sundance automation with 
an IP-based system from Cinegy, delivered and fitted by HA Design Group. They use 
3 Cinegy Air PRO servers with Cinegy Type, Dolby® Digital and DNxHD, which are 
integrated with Myers ProTrack traffic system using Cinegy Traffic Gateway PRO 
software. In addition they can capture up to 8 HD feeds in real time using Cinegy 
Capture PRO and they use 6 Cinegy Player PRO licenses for viewing video 
in professional formats.

LTN GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS, Inc., USA
LTN provides a fully-managed and cost-effective global IP transmission service 
offering broadcast quality point-to-point or point-to-multipoint live video delivery with 
99.999% reliability, SLA’s, ease of use and low latency for occasional and full-time 
users. To ensure the quality of their service, LTN have chosen Cinegy as part of their 
monitoring solution, and have 12 channels of Cinegy Multiviewer.

PBS DDMS NEBRASKA, USA
PBS’s Disaster recovery, Diversity and Maintenance Site (DDMS) in Lincoln, Nebraska 
employs Cinegy technology since 2011 as a fundamental part of PBS’s Program 
Origination System. A prestige project for all involved, the DDMS provides for hot 
stand-by functionality, maintenance switch-over at the primary site and restoration 
of full service, should there be a catastrophic failure. It uses Cinegy technology 
to guarantee continuity of service for PBS associates across America. The 60-plus 
channel DR site uses Cinegy Archive and Cinegy Desktop, Cinegy Capture and 
Cinegy Convert, Cinegy Air PRO with Cinegy Type and Cinegy Traffic Gateway.

BEMC PBS OHIO, USA  
The Broadcast Educational Media Commission in Columbus is an independent 
agency created to advance education and accelerate the learning of the citizens 
of Ohio through public educational broadcasting services. They are currently rolling 
out 47 channels, and in April 2015 Cinegy were selected to help make this happen, 
together with their partner HA Design Group. The complete installation will feature 
16 Cinegy Encodes for SDI to IP conversion, 12 channels of Cinegy Capture PRO 
with Archive Adapters feeding into Cinegy Archive with Cinegy Media Cleaner, 
25 Cinegy Desktops, Cinegy Workspace, hundreds of channels of Cinegy Multiviewer, 
Cinegy Route and Cinegy Traffic Manager and 47 Cinegy Air PRO playout servers with 
Cinegy Type, Dolby® Digital and DNxHD.

REGENT PARK FOCUS, Canada 
With Cinegy’s leading automation software, Cinegy Air, Regent Park Focus Youth 
Media Arts Centre is currently developing a new media, television and radio arts 
broadcast facility that serves as a nationally recognized, best practice centre for youth 
engagement and a dynamic hub for sustained training and access to varied media art 
forms. Supplied and installed by Deltech in 2010.
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Cinegy workflow in Lakeland Public Television, USA 

TCF MONTREAL, Canada
Since 1995, TCF has provided continuous coverage of Montréal’s vibrant boroughs 
and districts. TCF is the only independent community television service to be licensed 
by the CRTC in Quebec and Canada. Montréal’s French language community 
television informs and entertains its viewers with varied programs including public 
affairs, cultural and social magazines, documentaries and children’s programming. 
TCF chose Cinegy Air because of its modular design, robustness, high stability of the 
Cinegy platform and its affordability. In addition, TCF provides a showcase for emerging 
professionals and volunteers, both at the front and rear of the camera, giving them 
the opportunity to gain experience in television production. Crucial to TCF was that 
Cinegy is simple to use and has an intuitive interface which will significantly reduce 
the training time for TCF Montréal’s master control operators. Cinegy partnered here 
with Applied Electronics.

TV6, Trinidad  
TV6 News is one of the most watched television channels in the Republic of Trinidad 
and Tobago.  It provides news, information and entertainment products satisfying the 
needs of its Caribbean audience. All incoming materials recorded by 2 Cinegy Capture 
PRO are available form the archive anywhere in the world with the help of 20 sits 
of Cinegy Workspace, and Cinegy MOS Gateway enables integration with 3rd party 
newsroom systems. Installation was carried out by Deltech.

Latin America
GOSPEL MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL (GMI), Bolivia 
GMI is a faith-based organization with a financial philosophy built on prayer and faith, 
operating successfully since 1995. All GMI missionaries are volunteers, receiving 
no salary. To help spread the message, they use Cinegy as part of their broadcast 
deployment, playing their 4 TV channels out over Cinegy Air systems and monitoring 
them with Cinegy Multiviewer.

HONORABLE CÁMARA DE DIPUTADOS CONGRESO NACIONAL, Paraguay 
Cinegy is widely used by government organizations around the world. In Paraguay 
the Honorable Cámara de Diputados Congreso Nacional is the largest organization 
within the government, and it uses Cinegy Air PRO as part of its organisational and 
information infrastructure, integrated via Cinegy partner OLAM.

IGLESIA UNIVERSAL DEL REINO DE DIOS, Colombia
Iglesia Cristiana Universal, known in English as the Universal Church of the Kingdom 
of God, is an evangelical organization which started in 1977 in Brazil. They are currently 
active in 94 countries world-wide and still growing. For their work in Colombia they 
are using a full Cinegy workflow to fulfill the requirements for their broadcast activities, 
consisting of a Cinegy Archive fed by Capture and Convert, with programs being prepared 
in Cinegy Desktop and output through Cinegy Air PRO. This system was delivered and 
integrated by our partner in Colombia, Avcom.

REDE MASSA, Brazil
Rede Massa is an organization comprising 5 TV stations: TV Iguacu, TV Guara, 
TV Cidade, TV Tibagi & TV Naipi. They cover 100 percent of the 399 municipalities 
in the state of Paranà, producing 600 hours of local content in HD every month and 
broadcasting to 6 million people. They are happy to rely on Cinegy Air PRO for playing 
out all 5 channels, citing value for money and reliability as the key factors behind their 
choice. CIS group supplied the implementation.
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TELECARIBE, Colombia
Telecaribe is the state-owned TV Channel for the Colombian Caribbean Region, 
founded in 1986, with the aim of promoting educational, cultural and instructional 
activities within the region. Their aim is to provide quality content to 90% of the 
territory. They are currently using 4 Cinegy Ingest systems to feed a Cinegy Archive 
media asset management system, and are planning to expand the system with Cinegy 
Air PRO play-out. The Cinegy partner helping them is AVCOM Colombia.

TV DIRECT 13, Curacao
TVDirect 13 is Curacao’s first free-to-air HD channel offered via antenna and cable. It 
is an extension of the popular Radio Direct service which broadcasts in Papiamento, 
the local language. Content is acquired using 3 Cinegy Capture systems into Cinegy 
Archive, from which news stories are scheduled using Cinegy News and then 
broadcast using Cinegy Studio and Cinegy Air PRO. Monitoring is via 16 channels of 
Cinegy Multiviewer.

UNIVERSIDAD ANDRES BELLO (UNAB), Chile 
UNAB was founded in 1988, and offers 68 degrees in a wide range of academic 
disciplines to 45,000 students. It has sites in Santiago, Vina del Mar and 
Concepcion, and works in collaboration with the Philadelphia, USA-based Middle 
States Commission on Higher Education for international accreditation. They store 
and manage their media on Cinegy Archive, using 10 Cinegy Desktop licenses for 
managing and processing content, which was installed and implemented for them 
by Rios & Cia. 

UNIVERSIDAD SAN MARTIN DE PORRES (USMP), Peru 
USMP is a private university in Lima, founded by the Dominican Order in 1962, and 
is ranked sixth nationwide among the private universities there. For their internal 
broadcast system they use Cinegy Air PRO. They also have an eight-channel Cinegy 
Multiviewer for monitoring. Their system was delivered and integrated by Meditel 
Peru.

VC MEDIOS, Venezuela
VC Medios is an advertising organisation, brokering commercial space on cable and 
internet TV channels, broadcasting top international programming via their subsidiary 
VC Multichannel. Cinegy partner AVCOM Venezuela supplied VC Medios with their 
system which consists of two Cinegy Archive instances for content generation and 
management of both their TV and radio services which are fed via 12 Cinegy Capture 
systems and managed using 10 Cinegy Desktops.

VIVOPLAY, Venezuela
VIVOplay is a Latin American content and distribution company with over 
90,000 subscribers in 92 countries for their broadcast and Internet services and 
offices in the USA, Venezuela, Chile & Colombia. Managing over 30 Latin American 
channels and content from Caracol, Telemundo, Chilevisión, Telefe, Ecuavisa and 
others, they use 7 Cinegy Capture systems to ingest content into Cinegy Archive, 
processing it via 5 Cinegy Desktops, monitoring via a 16-channel Cinegy Multiviewer 
and outputting via the Cinegy Air PRO and Type play-out and branding solution, all 
supplied and integrated by AVCOM Venezuela.
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CIGNAL TV, Philippines
Cignal TV is the Philippines’ premier satellite provider, transmitting 102 channels 
of free-to-air, SD and HD content. It also offers on-demand service through pay-per-
view channels. Cignal have purchased Cinegy Air Pro from our Hong Kong partner 
Proace to broadcast content to over 1,000,000 subscribers as well as many more 
viewers of their free-to-air channels.

FIJI BROADCASTING CORPORATION, Fiji
FBC is the national broadcaster of Fiji and provides a free to air television service 
comprising commercial TV programmes, Local News production, high quality local 
documentaries, social programmes and more. Cinegy’s partner, AVC Group, New 
Zealand branch, in 2010, delivered a full end to end workflow suite for news and 
current affairs programming, comprising of a Cinegy Archive with Cinegy Desktop 
and Cinegy Ingest for acquisition and production, Cinegy Route, Cinegy Live 
and Cinegy Stream Switcher for IP signal management and Cinegy Studio, 
Cinegy Prompter, Cinegy Type and Cinegy Air PRO for their playout requirements.

HOPE TV, New Zealand 
Hope TV News Zealand is a part of a worldwide religious network - Hope Channel 
International. Hope TV offers programs on Christian living and focuses on faith, 
health, relationships, and community, which are played out using Cinegy’s channel-
in-a-box solution Cinegy Air SOLO with its Type branding option. The supplying 
partner was AV Intelligence.

HOUSEFULL MOVIES, India
Housefull Movies is an Indian cable and satellite 24-hour Hindi movie television 
channel. They recently decided to upgrade their play-out automation and evaluated 
various different systems before choosing Cinegy over the competition. They are 
running 2 Cinegy Air PRO servers in a 1+1 configuration for resilience, integrated 
with a third-party traffic system. The system was sold and integrated by our 
integration partner, NCS Technosystems. 

MADHA TV, India
Madha TV is a Roman Catholic Religious Channel based in Chennai, India, 
broadcasting in the Tamil language. Madha’s original choice of playout automation 
system when they started broadcasting in 2013 failed to meet their requirements 
when put into full production, and so they decided to look at an alternative. Following 
a rigorous evaluation, they chose Cinegy to replace their initial system, and have had 
a 1+1 resilient system installed by our Gold partner in India, NCS TechnoSystems. 

MEDIA PRIMA TV3, Malaysia
Media Prima TV Networks was established in 1984 as Malaysia’s first free-to-air 
television network, and operates Malaysia’s four leading free to-air television stations 
namely TV3, (Malaysia’s No. 1 television station) TV9, 8TV, and ntv7. By primarily 
focusing on delivering award-winning content which is fresh and relevant MPTN 
has captured 41% of the total audience share amongst all TV channels in Malaysia, 
including pay-tv. They have recently made their first purchase of Cinegy technology, 
having bought 24 Multiviewer licenses from our partner Miracktech.

NATION TV, Thailand
Nation TV is the television arm of Thailand’s Nation Media Group, which also has 
newspaper and radio interests. They broadcast a 24-hour news service which can 
be viewed on TV or mobile. They are using Cinegy Capture and Cinegy Air PRO, 
supplied by our Thai partner, CS Innovation Technology.

NEXT STEP, Thailand
Next Step produces six channels of quality content in Thai as well as offering Thai 
viewers the Freeview HD satellite TV platform providing 81 channels, with 55 channels 
in HD. They have extended their playout services by adding Cinegy Air PRO and 
Cinegy Type, which was implemented by CS Innovation Technology in Bangkok. 

Cinegy Air PRO Bundles in Free View, Thailand
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NINMEDIA, Indonesia 
Ninmedia Indonesia currently offer free-to-air television channels which can be seen 
across Indonesia via Chinasat. Current offerings include news, entertainment and 
religious broadcasting. For these channels and as new channels appear, Ninmedia 
benefits from Cinegy’s widely-used Cinegy Air PRO play-out system, which has been 
provided for them by our Indonesian partner PT Interindo Multimedia.

PRIME FOCUS TECHNOLOGIES, India
Prime Focus is a world-leading media services company providing production 
and post-production services to the film, broadcast and advertising industries. 
For recording sports events to be streamed to the Web they use Cinegy Capture, 
Cinegy Route, Cinegy Multiviewer and Cinegy Air PRO supplied by Cinegy partner, 
NCS Technosystems. 

RAJASTHAN PATRIKA, India
Rajasthan Patrika is a news organization, founded in 1956. It publishes newspapers 
in 36 cities across eight states of India. In 2015 they expanded their media 
holdings to news television, implementing a complete Cinegy News workflow 
based on innovative cutting-edge IP technologies. They have Cinegy Archive with 
25 concurrent users of Cinegy Desktop editing news stories, with Cinegy Capture 
and Cinegy Convert as media inputs and Cinegy Route for managing IP-streams 
within the system. Monitoring is performed using Cinegy Multiviewer. Cinegy Studio 
delivers an output stream using Cinegy Air PRO and Cinegy Type graphics to the 
studio’s MCR for 24/7 broadcasting.

SANKARA TV, India
Sankara TV was founded 8 years ago as a Hindu Religious Channel. It is based 
in Bangalore, India and was previously broadcasting a single channel in SD. They 
wanted to launch a second lifestyle channel called Ayush to run alongside with  
Sankara which required facilities like HD playout with live feed input and Channel 
Branding. Our partner NCS TechnoSystems met this requirement by providing 
2 instances of Cinegy Air PRO Bundle along with Cinegy Encode, Cinegy Route 
and 12 channels of Cinegy Multiviewer. Sankara TV now has two channels on-air 
with output greatly improved over their previous solution.

SCTV, Vietnam
SCTV is one of the first Media and Telecommunications Service Providers in Vietnam, 
broadcasting in the region of 140 digital channels, including more than 30 high quality 
HD channels. SCTV is the biggest Pay TV operator in Vietnam by count of subscribers. 
They also performed the first successful test of UHD broadcasting in Vietnam leading 
to the SCTV 4K channel which is the first 4K TV channel in Vietnam. This milestone 
was made possible through the use of Cinegy’s Air Pro, which represents the quickest 
and most reliable path to UHD broadcast currently available. Our partner Avon Media 
helped SCTV make history.

TRUE VISIONS, Thailand
True Visions is Thailand’s premier pay TV provider offering themed bouquets of local 
and international programming via cable, satellite and Internet, both free-to-air and 
subscription services. True Visions entrust their continuity of service to Cinegy, and 
have now 40 licences of Cinegy Air PRO with Cinegy Type and Cinegy Multiviewer as 
a disaster recovery solution via Cinegy partner, 7 Keys.

WORLD TV, New Zealand
World TV is a New Zealand media company specializing in media for Asian language 
communities, operating three subscription and two free-to-air television channels. 
For their workflow they use Cinegy Capture with Cinegy Archive and Cinegy Desktop 
for production, sharing content with other applications via Cinegy Inventory Browser 
and playing out using Cinegy Air PRO, all supplied and integrated by Cinegy partner, 
Gencom Technology.
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360 TV, Russia
One of the major channels in Moscow, 360 TV (also known as “Podmoskovje”) 
broadcasts national and regional news and documentaries. Their Cinegy workflow 
is centered on a workgroup sized Cinegy MAM system with 5 Cinegy Desktops and 
1 Cinegy Convert, which are used for migrating all media to the new archive system 
and allows for future expansion. This system was sold and installed by our integration 
partner, DNK Corporation.

ASTANA TV, Kazakhstan
Astana TV is the largest news channel in Kazakhstan. Their Newsroom has 
50 users working to provide 24/7 news coverage. They employ the full Cinegy 
News suite, comprising of a Cinegy Archive, 50 floating Cinegy Desktop licenses, 
3 Cinegy Ingest stations, 4 channels of Cinegy Capture PRO, Cinegy Convert and 
11 Cinegy Air play-out systems with Cinegy Type and Cinegy Prompter, delivered 
by DNK Kazakhstan.

ATV, Azerbaijan
Azad Azerbaijan TV (ATV) has been broadcasting since 25th of December 2000 
and claim to have become the most popular and the most widely-viewed channel 
in Azerbaijan over the last few years. Our partner Promix installed their system, 
comprising a Cinegy Archive and 25 Cinegy Desktops, fed from Cinegy Capture PRO 
via 2 Cinegy Archive Adapters. In addition, two further Cinegy Capture PRO stations 
are present along with two channels of Cinegy Air PRO using Cinegy Prompter. 
A further 6 Cinegy Air Pros are used for playout, as well as Cinegy Convert for working 
with different media formats. 

BST, Russia
In the process of BST’s infrastructure modernization in 2014, a new fully tapeless 
broadcasting workflow was built, and as part of it, a Cinegy newsroom for 24/7 
broadcasting was installed. It is based on Cinegy’s MAM solution, Cinegy Archive with 
Cinegy Desktops for search, logging and simple editing, Cinegy Convert for transcoding, 
Cinegy Workspace for platform-independent MAM access via the Web, Cinegy Ingest, 
Cinegy Air PROs with Cinegy Type branding for playout, Cinegy Multiviewers for 
monitoring and Cinegy Route for controlling IP streams. This comprehensive installation 
has over 30 concurrent users and was delivered by DNK.

CHANNEL ONE, Russia
Channel One is the best-known brand in Russian television. One of their flagship 
shows is the daytime magazine programme, “Dobroe Utro“(English: Good Morning), 
which upgraded to a Cinegy-based production suite in 2008. This includes Cinegy 
Archive (into which all their existing assets were transferred from tape) along with 
65 Cinegy Desktop connections, with 25 dedicated Cinegy Ingest workstations and 
4 Cinegy Convert machines. Content is assembled in Cinegy Desktop and then 
seamlessly passed to AVID for craft editing. To broadcast on-air 5 Cinegy Airs are 
being used. 

IMEDI, Georgia
Imedi Media Holding is a private television and radio company in Georgia. The 
second most popular station in the country, it concentrates mainly on news and 
analytical coverage as well as music broadcasting. They use 4 Cinegy Air PROs for 
studio playout and 3 Cinegy Air PROs for on-air broadcasting, 2 Cinegy Ingests and 
2 Cinegy Capture PRO stations for recording incoming media, files and live feeds, 
a Cinegy Archive with 5 Desktops for content management and Cinegy Convert for 
transcoding purposes. 

Cinegy Air PRO and Cinegy Multiviewer in Tatarstan Novy Vek, Russia

 © DNK Corporation
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KAZAN FEDERAL UNIVERSITY, Russia
Kazan Federal University is one of the oldest universities in Russia, it celebrated its 
210th anniversary in 2014. For educational purposes, they use a Cinegy Archive system 
with 25 Cinegy Desktops, 2 Cinegy Ingest stations and 4 Cinegy Air PRO Bundles, 
provided by Matrix Engineering.

KAZSPORT, Kazakhstan 
KazSport is the first sport TV channel in Kazakhstan, and a part of the 
RTRK Kazakhstan television family. KazSport broadcasts live to all Kazakhstan regions 
for 20 hours per day. To prepare their programming a complete Cinegy workflow was 
implemented by our partner DNK Kazakhstan. It includes a Cinegy Archive system 
with 32 Cinegy Desktops, 7 Cinegy Ingest stations, 4  Cinegy Convert stations 
and broadcast Playout software Cinegy Air PRO Bundle with built-in CG solution, 
Cinegy Type.

KHABAR, Kazakhstan
Khabar is a TV family of 4 channels broadcasting in Kazakh, Russian and English 
languages: Khabar, national satellite TV channel KazakhTV, 24/7 news channel 
24KZ and cultural and educational channel Bilim zhane Madeniet. They cover 
99% of the Kazakh audience. Implemented in a separate building to their media 
center by DNK Kazakhstan, the Cinegy workflow is based on a Cinegy Archive 
with 10 Cinegy Desktops, 1 Cinegy Capture PRO and 2 Cinegy Ingest stations, 
2 Cinegy Air PRO Bundles with 1 Cinegy Prompter license and 3 Cinegy Convert 
machines. Usually this installation serves as a production and broadcasting site 
for Bilim zhane Madeniet TV Channel, but should there be a catastrophic failure 
it switches to a Disaster Recovery site for a nation-wide news channel 24KZ. 

LOT, Russia
LOT is a regional TV channel carrying out informational and analytical coverage 
of the Saint Petersburg Region and the North-West of Russia. They store and 
manage their media in a Cinegy Archive system using 7 Cinegy Desktops and 
10 Cinegy Workspaces (to access all prepared materials via the Internet), as well 
as Cinegy Convert for working with different files format. To cover any other 
Broadcast requirements they use 2 Cinegy JET Pack systems (TV-in-a-box). Delivery 
and implementation were carried out by DNK Corporation.

MOSCOW STATE UNIVERSITY, Russia
Unquestionably one of the world’s truly great universities, Moscow State University 
is home to nearly 50,000 Science, Administration and Humanities students. It has 
15 research centers and 39 faculties, including a School of Television. Since 
2011, they have had a Cinegy-based HDTV production suite which was supplied 
by DNK Corporation and which features a Cinegy Archive with Cinegy Ingest, 
5 Cinegy Desktop workstations, the Cinegy Workspace web access tool and Cinegy’s 
Air PRO playout solution.

NVK SAKHA, Russia  
NVK Sakha is the largest national news broadcaster in the Sakha (Yakutia) republic 
and the first Cinegy workflow installation in Russia. It was implemented in 2007 
by DNK Corporation. NVK Sakha has its whole broadcasting and news production 
workflow based on Cinegy products: a Cinegy Archive with 22 Cinegy Desktops for 
storing and managing assets, Cinegy Ingest for capturing incoming materials and 
live feeds, Cinegy Convert for transcoding and Cinegy broadcast playout software 
Cinegy Air with its CG option, Cinegy Type, and Cinegy Prompter, for broadcasting 
on-air in 2 languages.       

RTRK KAZAKHSTAN, Kazakhstan
The largest national state broadcaster in Kazakhstan, RTRK has 2 central offices 
in Almaty and Astana, and 14 regional branches all over the country. Their 24/7 
broadcasting infrastructure includes a distributed storage and production workflow, 
centered around a Cinegy Archive with Cinegy Ingest and 100+ Cinegy Desktops, 
which have seamless integration with 3rd party NLEs. They also have over 30 Cinegy 
Air servers. DNK Kazakhstan is the supplying partner.      

RUSSIAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY, Russia
The Russian Geographical Society chose Cinegy for its Media Centre in 2013. 
The Society, which boasts 81 regional offices across Russia uses 6 HD cameras 
for production, recorded with Cinegy Capture and stored in Cinegy Archive. From 
there all stories are edited and stored, also using Cinegy’s user-transparent data 
management tools to pass content to long-term storage. DNK Corporation provided 
the solution.      

RUSSIAN PARLIAMENT, Russia
To fully inform Russian citizens of the processes of government it was decided 
to record all working sessions of Russian Parliament and deliver the most important 
moment to the Russian audience. Like many governmental organizations worldwide 
the technology they selected is Cinegy’s. This was supplied by system integrator 
DNK Corporations. Cinegy Capture PRO records the sessions which are then stored 
using Cinegy Archive, from which a weekly summary of the parliament’s activities 
is edited for transmission. The system is designed to share Cinegy’s media assets 
with third-party NLE’s and audio software, and surplus capacity is made available for 
external productions.

SHANSON TV, Russia
As their name would suggest, Shanson is a music channel in Moscow, broadcasting 
24/7 to cable and satellite. For their own productions they use a Cinegy Archive, 
with 5 Cinegy Desktops along with Cinegy Capture PRO and Cinegy Convert, to give 
them a distributed workflow. The resulting media is output to 6 Cinegy Air PRO 
servers integrated with a Broadview traffic system. Matrix Engineering was the 
integrator. 

SHOPPING LIVE, Moscow, Russia  
Shopping Live, a Russian branch of German shopping TV channel HSE24, broadcasts 
a shopping program 24/7. They are live on air for 12 hours each day and broadcast 
to over 17 million digital TV-households via satellite and cable. All incoming media 
and feeds are captured by 4 Cinegy Capture PROs and 3 Cinegy Ingest stations, 
stored in a Cinegy Archive and broadcast with the help of 2 Cinegy Air servers. 
Supplied and installed by Matrix Engineering.

TEMOCENTR, Russia 
In December 2016, a new channel was launched by Russia’s Ministry of Education. 
Temocenter is a new HD on-line channel which prepares its output using 
Cinegy. Content is acquired using Cinegy Capture PRO and placed in a compact 
Cinegy Archive, using Cinegy Convert to manage the required formats. Shows are 
then assembled using Cinegy Desktop’s comprehensive, yet easy-to-use, editing 
system. Output is naturally handled by Cinegy Air PRO, and DNK Corporation supplied 
and integrated the solution.

TNV (NOVY VEK), Russia 
TNV is a dual-language (Russian and Tatar) broadcaster based in Kazan, the 
capital of Tatarstan. They chose Cinegy for their move to tapeless workflows, with 
10,000 hours of tape being transferred into Cinegy Archive. 80 Cinegy Desktops 
are centered around a Cinegy Archive, and there are 5 Cinegy Air PRO servers 
for play-out with 4 more for news and production. Cinegy Type graphics is being 
used both for channel branding and in TNV’s studios for news and live production 
graphics. Another successful integration for DNK Corporation, and so far the 
biggest in Russia.

TVK 6, Russia
TVK 6 is one of the largest TV stations in Siberia, and another of our Cinegy Newsroom 
customers being maintained by DNK Corporation. Cinegy Archive is the backbone 
of their news system, which features 30 Cinegy Desktops for news story editing and 
play-out via 2 Cinegy Air PRO servers.
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VGIK (All-Russian State Cinema University), Russia
VGIK (All-Russian State Cinema University) is the largest film school in Russia and 
one of the oldest in the world. DNK Corporation had conducted a full technical 
modernisation of the VGIK environment, installing completely new educational 
tapeless production and broadcasting workflows. It is based on a Cinegy Archive 
with 8 Cinegy Desktops for storing and managing different media, 4 Cinegy Captures 
and Cinegy Ingest for capturing incoming material, Cinegy Convert for import and 
export tasks, Cinegy Air for broadcast playout and 4 Cinegy Multiviewer channels for 
monitoring purposes. 

WESTERN SIBERIA MEDIA HOLDING, Russia
Western Siberia Media Holding combines four local TV stations situated in the 
production sites of the world famous oil production company Lukoil who also own 
them. Distributed between 4 small towns buried deep in the cold of Khanty-Mansi 
Region, the sites share a Cinegy Archive with 50 Cinegy Desktops, 8 Cinegy Airs, 
6 Cinegy Ingests, 4 Cinegy Prompters and 4 Cinegy Convert licenses. 

YAMAL REGION, Russia
State Television and Radio Company Yamal Region is the first Arctic TV channel 
in Russia and the largest media holding in the Yamal region. It has its own 
programming and broadcasts 24 hours a day. Yamal-region is the only Russian 
broadcasting company that broadcasts in six languages: Russian, Tatar, Khanty, 
Nenets, Komi and Selkup, the last four being languages of indigenous minorities. 
Cinegy workflow has been in use for the main playout and news since 2010. After 
being upgraded in 2016, the system now consists of a Cinegy Archive system with 
55 Cinegy Desktops and 20 Cinegy Workspaces, 4 Cinegy Ingest machines and 
5 Cinegy Air PRO Bundles. The installation was implemented by DNK Corporation.

YUGRA TV, Russia
Yugra TV is the largest TV station in Siberia. As part of its programming,  it regularly 
handles coverages of the technically challenging Biathlon World Cup events, which 
regulary take place in this region. Broadcasting 24/7, they use a Cinegy Archive, 
50 concurrent Newsroom users on Cinegy Desktops integrated with Final Cut Pro and 
Cinegy Workspace for remote access to assets, Cinegy Ingest and Cinegy Convert 
for media handling and Cinegy Air PRO for play-out. DNK Corporation also installed 
this system.

YUZHNAYA STOLITSA / ALMATY TV, Kazakhstan
Almaty is the former capital and is still the largest city in Kazakhstan. It is the 
home of premier channel Yuzhnaya Stolitsa which has selected the integrated 
Cinegy Newsroom solution for its 30-seat newsroom and 3-channel playout facility. 
Cinegy Capture ingests content into Cinegy Archive, which is transcoded as necessary 
with Cinegy Convert and then passed to external NLEs with Cinegy Archive Browser. 
30 Cinegy Desktops then prepare news stories using Desktop’s built-in news story 
editor. These stories are assembled into bulletins and then passed to Cinegy Studio 
to be read by the anchor using Cinegy Prompter while being passed to the MCR for 
transmission. DNK Kazakhstan is the supplying Cinegy partner.

ZHETYSU, Kazakhstan
The Almaty region of Kazakhstan lies in the south-eastern corner of the country, 
and is home to Zhetsyu, a channel dedicated to local content. They have been 
using Cinegy software since 2015 to create their programming which promotes 
the region as a cultural, tourist and industrial center. Included in their installation 
is a 35-seat Cinegy Newsroom. Journalists prepare and edit news stories exclusively 
in Cinegy’s News Story and Timeline editors, powered by Cinegy Archive. This is fed 
by Cinegy Ingest and Cinegy Capture, enhanced with Cinegy Convert and is output via 
Cinegy Studio PRO and Cinegy Prompter to Cinegy Air PRO. DNK Kazakhstan is the 
supplying partner.

Cinegy workflow in Yugra TV, Russia 
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AFRICA XP, South Africa
Africa XP is a content aggregator and play-out service which assembles a wide 
range of African content into bouquets for world-wide rebroadcasting via other 
broadcasters, rather than offering a direct service to the public. They achieve  this 
using playout software Cinegy Air. 

AL FATH TV, Saudi Arabia 
Al Fath (“The Victory” in Arabic) is a religious channel based in Egypt. They use 
Cinegy Air PRO, supplied by Cinegy partner, TRUST, to broadcast via satellite across 
the Middle East.

AL JAZEERA, Qatar 
The renowned Qatar-based media organization has grown from its beginnings as 
a news service to encompass a wider range of television services, now available 
via satellite world-wide. Since 2013 they are also Cinegy customers, using 
Cinegy Multiviewer and Cinegy Air PRO for playout.

AL MAYADEEN, Lebanon
Al Mayadeen is a satellite media network based in Beirut which includes a production 
company, a radio station, a website, an advertising company and other media-related 
projects. Working with Cinegy partner, Hive Tech, they employ Cinegy Archive and 
Cinegy Convert PRO for asset management and Cinegy Desktop, Cinegy Workspace 
and Cinegy Air for production and playout.

CHRIST EMBASSY, South Africa
Christ Embassy is a megachurch and a Christian denomination founded in 1990. 
The Church has since become a global network of churches with congregations 
in many countries totalling millions of members. They are aided in their mission 
by two instances of Cinegy Air PRO with Cinegy Type as well as support for DNxHD 
and Dolby® Digital. Their system was supplied by Centrax.

HIDABRUT, Israel  
Hidabrut is a television channel delivered via cable and satellite and is open to the 
public, 24 hours a day, except on Shabbat and holidays. The network broadcasts 
a wide range of programs for all sectors of the Jewish population in Israel. These 
programs include talk shows, lectures, programs for families and children, Torah 
classes, as well as programs relating to the cycle of the Jewish year and so on. This 
project was maintained by Maagal Sagour, who have provided 8 Cinegy Air PRO 
bundles for fully-featured play-out with branding.

IRIB, Iran
The Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting (IRIB) is an Iranian media corporation which hold 
the monopoly of domestic radio and television services in Iran, is also among the largest 
media organizations in Asia and Pacific region. To broadcast on-air from their Iran facility 
they use Cinegy’s playout solution Cinegy Air PRO, supplied by Orsatek. 

ORTM, Mali
ORTM broadcasts two channels. TM1 plays out using Cinegy Air from a conventional 
SDI-based studio, whilst TM2 uses a brand-new studio purpose-built by our partners 
Studiotech and featuring 2 Cinegy Captures, Cinegy Archive, Cinegy Convert and 
6 Cinegy Desktops integrated with AVID.

RBA, Rwanda
RBA has a brand-new studio built from the ground up and integrated by Studiotech. 
Located on top of one of Kigali’s famous “Mille Collines”, they use Cinegy Archive, 
Cinegy Convert and 5 Cinegy Desktops as well as Cinegy Air PRO to assemble and 
play out local news and current affairs programs.

RTB, Burkina Faso
Radio Television du Burkina (RTB) is the state television and radio broadcaster 
of Burkina Faso. They have completed the initial phase of a transition from SDI 
production to IP workflow implementing a full Cinegy News workflow. The 
system provided by our partner FOR A. Italia s.r.l., includes Cinegy Archive and 
Cinegy Desktop, Cinegy Capture and Cinegy Convert, Cinegy Multiviewer and 
Cinegy Prompter and playout software Cinegy Air PRO.

Cinegy based newsroom in CNN Turk, Turkey
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BROADCAST 
Cinegy’s decades of experience with world-leading broadcasters ensures that their 
software solutions integrate easily with existing workflows, allowing for a controlled 
and staged transition from the legacy world to the flexibility of software defined 
television.

CORPORATE
Cinegy software enables modern corporations to communicate using broadcast 
quality video and audio at a fraction of the cost usually associated with the handling 
of such rich content. 

CLOUD PLAYOUT
All of Cinegy’s software technology, starting with Cinegy’s real-time playout server 
and broadcast automation software, Cinegy Air PRO, is to become available as cloud-
based services via Amazon Web Services (AWS) enabling prospective users to spin 
up, test drive, and, if they choose, deploy Cinegy technology in a HD or 4K cloud. 
It is currently possible to rent a pre-built playout server image from the Amazon Web 
Services Marketplace which contains version 11 of Cinegy’s Air PRO bundle. 

REALITY TV
Cinegy software is already widely-used in the world of reality television because of its 
broad functionality in being able to capture, tag and log footage from many sources 
at once, as well as speeding up production via advanced search and providing 
a flexible and versatile storage structure.

DOCUMENTARY
The first television production using Cinegy technology was the BBC’s multi-award-
winning “Planet Earth” series at the end of the ‘90’s. From concept to completion, 
Cinegy offers the documentarist everything needed to assemble a record for the 
ages.  

EDUCATION
Cinegy provides a complete yet competitively-priced set of production tools already 
in use by many Cinegy customers which allow any educational establishment 
to organize their workflow in the same way many top broadcasters already do.

GOVERNMENT
As with entertainment, so with government. Cinegy software allows government bodies 
to work with filmed, recorded and written information in a way which enables all content 
associated with a given topic to be managed and controlled for optimum impact.

LIVE NEWS
Cinegy News is an all-in-one software package for professional live news production 
on commodity hardware at an affordable price. Designed with input from national 
news broadcasters in several countries, it can be up and running in hours rather than 
the weeks necessary to integrate more costly solutions.

PRODUCTION
Already in use in dozens of production facilities around the world, Cinegy with its 
scalable and open archive architecture and advanced logging, searching and editing 
functionality offers the most affordable solution to bring your assets to life. 

SPORTS
Running as it does on compact modern IT hardware, Cinegy can run practically 
anywhere, can be configured specifically for the kind of event taking place and can 
be up and running quickly, saving valuable time. In fact, Cinegy is already in use 
by sports broadcasters who require exactly that kind of flexibility having proved its 
worth in sports as varied as stock car racing and competition ballroom dancing.

© 2017, Amazon Web Services, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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CONTACTS
CINEGY GMBH
Muellerstr. 27

80469 Munich Germany

Phone: + 49 89 2388560

Fax: +49 89 23885369

Email: sales@cinegy.com

www.cinegy.com 

CINEGY LLC
1101 Pennsylvania Avenue 3rd floor

Washington, DC 20004, United States

Phone: +1 202 6212350

Fax: +1 202 5214033

Email: sales@cinegy.com
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